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equally, tipped in the same sense. There will then be a new parhelic circle, lost in the general illumination of L new parhelia of 120°, points on the arcs under consideration. the arc a on the celestial sphere from the sun to either 120°, is one side of an isosceles spherical triangle of which sides are each 90° — h, and their included angle 120°, in "the altitude of the sun referred to a horizon tipped parallel *- plane of the crystals. "the true altitude of the sun,
sin h = sin H cos 0, "t"tle reduction,
cos a = >^(3 sin2 H cos2 0—1).
"the angle between the true solar vertical and the arc a, then
0.5774
,       t <p = tan-1
- — — -sin H cos
^
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positive sign refers to points on the oblique arcs below the , and the negative sign to points above this circle.
from the sun to either of these arcs is least at the place section with the parhelic circle, but only a little greater to Ipstrt. Hence, they are sensibly circular about the sun, or >lrxt.
— During very cold weather, vertical pillars of white light 3 on extending above and below the sun, when its elevation merely rising above it, when it is on the horizon. por and lower portions of these pillars, counting from the Lng, as has long been known, merely to reflection by the under liar faces of tabular ice crystals — partial from the nearer surface -total from the farther.
m - On very rare  occasions strips of white light have been over the sun at right angles.    This rare phenomenon
rosumably, merely to the simultaneous occurrence of a par-or segment of it next the sun, and a light pillar. Possibly, so be produced by the intersection of the secondary halos zsven by some combination of "pillar," parhelic circle, and ti^tlos. A competent observer, however, could easily dis-bween the several possible causes of a light "cross," and thus ho actual origin of any particular instance of this phenomenon i, ]p pen to see.
RECENT HALO  COMPLEXES
Liasual   halo  complexes   have  recently  been  reported  that, How  nearly  all   the   well-known phenomena  of that kind.

